
 

Unit 1 - Suffixes 
Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

asking      
jumped      
fastest      
equip      

equipped      
lightest      
yawning      
sprinted      
sweetest      
rusted      

lightning      
lightening      

lighter      
floated      
buzzing      

If the suffix begins with a vowel (like -est) and the root word ends in a long vowel sound and a consonant 
(like loud), we do not change the spelling of the root word. 

 
 



  

Put these words into different sections to show how the -ing suffix is applied. 
 

poke smile pop create hurry 
grab mix joke add trim swim 

run worry write create drop spy 
Just add -ing 

 

Remove the final e then add -ing Double the consonant and add-ing 

  



 

 

Special focus 1                                  Words with ough in them 
Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 
bough      

tough      

brought      

enough      

stuff      

scoff      

plough      

fought      

cough      

trough      

through      

although      

thorough      

caught      

taught      

      



 
 

  

The letters -ough  can spell lots of different sounds.  
Sort these words according to the sound made by the -ough letters.  

 
plough although drought doughnut rough  

thoroughly borough cough hiccough through  
coughing though enough trough thoughtful 

nought ought bough 
“aw” “uff” “oh” “oo” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   

“uh” “ow” “off”” “up” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   



 
 

Unit 2 - Suffixes   
Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

bruise      
bruised      

occasionally      
probably      
attached      

determined      
frequently      

immediately      
sincerely      
according      
develop      

developed      
familiar      

familiarity       
Swap, double or drop? 

When we add suffixes beginning with a vowel to words ending in a consonant plus e we drop the final e from the root 
word. sense    sensible    taste      taste     guide     guidance      tickle      tickling       
Remember that the suffix -y acts like a vowel.      slime     slimy         



 
 

The suffix – ly is added to adjectives to form adverbs. 
How many words can you find which follow each rule? 

In most cases, just add -ly.  
E.g sad- sadly 
 
 

If the root word is more 
than 1 syllable and ends in a 
consonant and y, change the 
y to an i first 
E.g happy - happily 

If the root word ends with –
le, change it to –ly  

E.g. gentle -> gently  

If the root word ends with –
ic, add –ally rather than just 
– ly 

E.g. frantic -> frantically  

gladly sleepily believably practically 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  



 

 
Special focus 2                                 Words with double letters  

Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 
communicate      

community      

committee      

harass      

occur      

committed      

occupy      

sufficient      

profession      

appreciate      

recommend      

apparent      

aggressive      

programme      

accommodate      

      



Use each pair of words in a sentence. 

recommend 
programme 

 

 

 

communicate 
sufficient 

 

 

 

apparent 
harassment 

 

 

 

committee 
occur 

 

 

 

aggressive 
appreciate 

 

 

 



   

Unit 3 - Suffixes   
Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 
definite      

defiantly      

curious      

curiosity      

govern      

government      

neighbour      

neighbourly      

leisure      

leisurely      

secret      

secretary      

equipment      

careless      

thoughtless      
If a suffix starts with a consonant, it is added onto most root words without any changes to the last letters of those 
words. Some words can have 2 suffixes carelessly  joyfully 



 

 

Apply it There are some spelling mistakes in these sentences. 
Correct any mistakes that you find.  

sweetly automatically fortunately casually unbelievably 
happily busily  

1) ______________________, the car wasn’t damaged 
after the crash.  

2) He _______________ opened his presents with a 
smile on his face.  

3) He ______________ sauntered into the room. 

4) Almost ________________, it snowed in June!  

5) She ______________ asked if she could have a cup 
of tea. 

6)She _________________ bustled into the room, 
trying to do several things at once.  

7)The website ______________ filled in my details 
without me having to do anything.  

 

1)  He worriedly approach the teacher’s desk.  

2)  I think the answer might actualy be 15.  

3)  The class chattered noisyly.  

4)  He predictabley forgot to pick up milk- like always!  

5)  We periodicaly visit the mansion to inspect it.  

6)  I passionatly believe that he is innocent.  

7)  He swung the sword mightily.  

 



 

Special focus 3                  Words which are homophones  
Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

isle      

aisle      

aloud      

allowed      

affect      

effect      

bridal      

bridle      

proceed      

precede      

weary      

wary      

descent      

dissent      

principle      

      



 
 

Write the meaning of each word.  

isle  proceed  

aisle  precede  

aloud  weary  

allowed  wary  

affect  accept  

effect  except  

bridal  write  

bridle  right  

which  whose  

witch  who’s  



  

Unit 4 - Suffixes   
Spellings Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

beginning      
admittance      
stoppable      
permitting      
preferred      

regrettable      
wettest      

forgotten      
funny      

referring      
beginner      
regretted      
admitting      
permitted      
forgetting      

Swap, double or drop? 
In words with more than one syllable, that end in just one vowel letter and one consonant letter have the stress on the 
final syllable then we double the final consonant before adding a vowel suffix to keep the vowel in the root word short. 



 

Use each pair of words in a sentence. 

regretted 
funny 

 

 

 

stoppable 
beginner 

 

 

 

wettest 
unregrettable 

 

 

 

permitted 
beginner 

 

 

 

admittance 
preferred 

 

 

 



 


